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A B S T R A C T   

Additive manufacturing (AM) of metallic parts is a relatively new manufacturing procedure. Many industry 
sectors, such as the aerospace or automotive sectors, have started to apply this technology to produce some 
elements, thus reducing costs and weight. Several metallic alloys have been employed for AM. Due to the high 
strength-to-density ratio, Ti6Al4V alloy is probably the alloy most used for AM in the aerospace industry. This 
alloy usually shows good static strength properties. However, the presence of internal defects and the surface 
roughness result in a fatigue strength that is clearly lower than that of materials produced by traditional pro-
cesses. Moreover, the scatter of the fatigue results is generally higher than in the case of wrought pieces. 

Different treatments have been proposed to improve the fatigue behavior by reducing internal defects and 
roughness or generating a favorable residual stress field. In this work, selected surface treatments were 
considered to improve the fatigue strength of AM parts, including shot and laser peening as well as a combination 
of shot peening plus chemical assisted surface enhancement (CASE®). Three groups of specimens, each with one 
of the surface treatments, were fatigue tested to compare the results produced by these treatments. The residual 
stresses, roughness and hardness produced by the treatments were analyzed. After testing, the fracture surfaces 
were also analyzed to better understand the fatigue process of the different groups of specimens. The results 
indicate that laser peening produced the best results, followed by shot peening plus CASE and shot peening. In all 
three cases, the fatigue strength was much higher than that of the reference group without surface treatment. It 
was also observed that all failures initiated from an interior defect in the shot peening plus CASE group, four out 
of six failures in the laser peened group, but only one failure in the case of shot peened group and none in the 
reference group. Failures of specimens with initiation from internal defects started from defects located deeper 
than the compressive residual stress layer produced by the treatments.   

1. Introduction 

The recent development of additive manufacturing (AM) technology 
for production metal parts has been very rapid [1]. Different metal al-
loys have been used for AM of structural parts, such as aluminum or 
titanium alloys, nickel-based alloys or stainless steels. For titanium al-
loys, the use of Ti6Al4V alloys has been extended for structural pur-
poses, especially for aerospace applications. The relatively low density 
and good monotonic mechanical properties make AM Ti6Al4V pieces 

excellent for use in some structural parts of satellites and launchers. 
However, when the loads applied to the pieces are susceptible to pro-
duce fatigue, the Ti alloy components, and also any metallic component 
produced by AM, encounter problems of strength and reliability [2,3]. 
These materials present a lower strength than their counterparts pro-
duced by any of the traditional methods, such as cast or wrought ma-
terial, and the variability of the results from one specimen to another 
under the same loads is usually much higher [4–6]. This circumstance 
prevents the application of AM structural elements in the aeronautical 
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industry, where reliability is one of the main concerns. The AM process, 
with very high local temperatures required to melt the powder travelling 
along the specimen surface and fast cooling, produces internal pores, 
anisotropy in the microstructure and residual stresses that are very 
difficult to control and estimate [7–12]. Additionally, the roughness of 
the pieces produced by this procedure is usually high and has a different 
pattern than that produced by machining [13,14]. All these specific 
characteristics of the AM pieces produce an effect on fatigue that is 
difficult to assess and make its study very important to improving the 
fatigue strength and reliability of these pieces. 

Powder bed fusion (PBF) is one of the most extensive methods for AM 
of metals, and among them, selective laser melting (SLM) is widely used 
for Ti6Al4V. As mentioned above, the fatigue strength of AM specimens 
is usually lower than the strength of their counterparts manufactured by 
traditional procedures because of certain special microstructural and 
mechanical features produced by the AM process. Some of these special 
characteristics are surface roughness, porosity, anisotropy or residual 
stresses, which, in addition to reducing the fatigue strength, increase the 
scatter of fatigue lives in tests performed under the same cyclic loads. 
Many different solutions have been proposed to reduce these detri-
mental characteristics and to improve the fatigue strength, some relative 
to the manufacturing process and other to postprocessing treatments. In 
the first group, solutions are oriented to select the optimum 
manufacturing parameters, such as platform temperature, laser power, 
forward speed, manufacturing path or the specimen’s relative orienta-
tion to the platform, all of which reduce surface roughness, defects or 
residual stresses [15–20]. In the second group, treatments range from 
mechanical to thermal or thermomechanical treatments, such as 
machining, annealing, hot isostatic pressing (HIP) and shot and laser 
peening. Thermal and thermomechanical treatments usually affect the 
complete element. Thermal treatments are commonly applied only to 
eliminate residual stresses or also to modify the microstructure, thus 
reducing anisotropy and residual stresses [21–24]. The best-known 
thermomechanical treatment for AM components is HIP, which is 
applied to eliminate or reduce the number and size of internal defects, 
thus modifying also the microstructure and eliminating residual stresses 
[21,24–28]. 

Surface treatments are oriented mainly to reducing surface rough-
ness and defects close to the surface, generating compressive residual 
stresses or a combination of these. Milling, turning, grinding or machine 
polishing produce a clear reduction in roughness and consequently a 
significant increase in fatigue strength [10,22,29–33]. However, the 
porosity of the AM components usually makes the strength increment 
smaller than expected according to the improvement of the surface 
roughness produced by the above processes. The existence of pores or 
lack of fusion defects makes crack initiation move from the surface to the 
interior, where these defects act as stress raisers. This problem can be 
solved, at least partially, by HIP. HIP reduces the size and number of 
pores, and when applied in addition to surface polishing, it produces 
fatigue strength close to that obtained by manufacturing the component 
via traditional methods, such as wrought or cast materials 
[4,18,21,25,27]. Other surface treatments used to reduce roughness are 
chemical polishing, electropolishing or mass finishing, such as barrel 
tumbling, vibrating polishing or centrifugal polishing [25,34–38]. These 
methods do not produce such a high reduction of roughness, as with 
mechanical polishing, but offer some other advantages as allowing mass 
production or treating surfaces not accessible by machining. These 
treatments also produce limited fatigue strength increments and thus 
require the elimination or reduction of internal defects to obtain a 
higher strength increase. In AM, sand blasting (SB) is an almost standard 
practice used to reduce the surface roughness [22,26], mainly by elim-
inating the adhered and partially melted powder particles and, espe-
cially in low yield limit alloys such as Al alloys, by producing plastic 
strain close to the surface and small compressive residual stresses [23]. 
In recent years, laser polishing has also been proposed as a surface 
treatment to reduce roughness, which also eliminates pores and defects 

close to the surface [39–42]. As a drawback, this treatment generates 
traction residual stresses close to the surface, negatively affecting the 
fatigue behavior, but a further stress relief treatment can eliminate them 
and thus increases the strength [42]. In general, it can be said that 
reducing the surface roughness produces an increase in fatigue strength 
[6,22] and that for Ti6Al4V, the combination of fine surface polishing 
and HIP allows the fatigue strength to approach that obtained by 
manufacturing the component by traditional methods, such as wrought 
or cast materials [4,18,21,22,25–27,31,39]. 

Other groups of surface treatments are those that produce 
compressive residual stresses close to the surface, a modification of the 
surface finish, and in many cases, a reduction in the number or size of 
defects close to the surface. Centrifugal polishing, ultrasonic impact 
treatment, ball burnishing and ultrasonic shot peening are some of these 
methods [23,38,39,43,44]. Shot peening (SP) is widely used as a palli-
ative against fatigue [45–47] and has been applied to different metal 
alloys, such as Inconel 718 [38], 316L stainless steel [48], AlSi10Mg 
[49–51], Ti-2.5Cu [24] or Ti6Al4V [25,39,52,53]. In all cases of treated 
specimens where roughness, hardness, porosity or residual stresses were 
measured, SP produces a small reduction in roughness, as well as an 
increase in hardness, a reduction in porosity and a nice amount of 
compressive residual stresses close to the surface. For SP applied to SLM 
AM Ti6Al4V alloy, in all cases, it produced an increase in fatigue 
strength relative to the material conditions immediately before applying 
the surface treatment. Benedetti et al. [25] found no increase in the 
fatigue limit relative to the original tribofinished specimens but noted an 
approximately 25% strength increment for intermediate lives. Kahlin 
et al. [39] found a strength increment of approximately 70% relative to 
the original as-built specimens. Wycisk et al. [51] obtained an increment 
of 100% relative to the as-built surface finish but a reduction of 15% 
relative to the polished specimens, and Navarro et al. [53] showed an 
increase in strength between 35% and 70% for fatigue lives between 104 

and 5∙106 cycles. Laser peening (LP) [24,39,48,53,54] has also been 
proposed as a surface treatment for AM pieces to improve their fatigue 
strength, mainly because it usually generates high compressive residual 
stresses, which are generally lower than those produced by SP but 
extend along a deeper zone from the surface [24,39,53]. A reduction in 
porosity close to the surface of the specimen in AM AlSi10Mg treated 
with LP has also been reported [54]. Regarding the fatigue strength of LP 
specimens compared to SP specimens, there are some contradictory re-
sults. Kahlin et al. [39] obtained a fatigue strength that was approxi-
mately 25% lower with AM Ti6Al4V than with SP. Navarro et al. [53] 
obtained an approximately 25% higher strength for the same material 
than for SP pieces, and Hackel et al. [48] found a 20% increase in fatigue 
strength in notched AM 316L steel specimens relative to SP pieces. In 
any case, there is a very limited set of experimental fatigue data in the 
literature on the effect of LP treatments of AM pieces. However, the 
benefits produced by LP when applied to components manufactured by 
traditional procedures [55] make this surface treatment promising for 
AM pieces. Among the treatments that produce compressive residual 
stresses, shot peening is the most accepted; although with contradictory 
results regarding fatigue strength improvement; it is mainly produced by 
the detrimental effect of surface roughness and defects close to the 
surface, which jeopardize the beneficial effect of compressive residual 
stresses. Similar effects are produced in laser peened specimens. 
Considering the detrimental effects of roughness and defects, all of these 
treatments may be highly beneficial or may require additional surface 
finish treatment or HIP treatment to obtain a higher fatigue strength 
improvement. 

The main objective of this work is to analyze the effect of three 
surface treatments on the fatigue behavior of Ti6Al4V AM pieces man-
ufactured by SLM. This effort includes an analysis of the surface 
roughness, the hardness profile close to the surface, the residual stresses 
and the defect distribution obtained with every treatment. The fracture 
surfaces after fatigue failure are analyzed to determine the crack initi-
ation mechanisms associated with each failure, and the fatigue lives 
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obtained with the selected treatments are compared. SP and LP are the 
treatments selected for analysis. A third treatment consisting of shot 
peening followed by a surface treatment known as CASE and produced 
by Curtiss-Wright® was also considered. CASE is a type of chemically 
assisted tumbling, similar to the treatment known as extreme isotropic 
superfinishing (ISF®) [35,36] produced by REM®. This treatment re-
duces the roughness produced by shot peening, resulting in a piece with 
good surface finish and compressive residual stresses near it. A group of 
pieces that were sand blasted and annealed after manufacturing was 
analyzed as a reference for the surface-treated specimens. Sand blasting 
reduces the roughness, eliminating most of the unmelted particles 
adhering to the surface. Annealing reduces the anisotropy and elimi-
nates the tensile residual stresses produced by the AM process. Consid-
ering the deleterious effect of the roughness, anisotropy and residual 
stresses of the as-built elements, before applying any surface treatment, 
all specimens were sand blasted and annealed. 

This document is organized as follows. First, the materials and 
methods are described, indicating the manufacturing method and 
including the main parameters used, the surface treatments considered 
and their parameters, the procedures used to measure microhardness, 
surface roughness and residual stresses, and the test results. Next, the 
roughness and microhardness variation produced by each treatment are 
presented as well as the residual stress profiles and fatigue testing re-
sults. The fracture surfaces are also presented, showing the crack initi-
ation points. The results are analyzed relating the crack initiation 
mechanisms with the treatments and the fatigue behavior. All of the 
results are discussed to understand the effect of the treatments. Finally, 
selected conclusions about the treatments are obtained. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Specimens 

The material of the specimens was Ti6Al4V, the chemical composi-
tion of which is given in Table 1. Twenty-four specimens were manu-
factured by SLM in a Renishaw AM250 SLM system with the following 
parameters: powder size, 15–45 µm; layer thickness, 60 µm; laser power 
output, 200 W; scan rate, 0.86 m/s; hatch distance, 95 µm; hatch rota-
tion, 67◦; argon gas atmosphere; and substrate heating to 150 ◦C. 
Additional details of the manufacturing parameters can be found in 
[56]. 

Because stress raisers are the typical fatigue crack initiation points 
and because most fatigue failures in real situations are initiated close to 
the surface at stress concentrations, a test procedure was designed to 
produce some type of stress gradient close to the specimen surface. 
Therefore, it was decided to use four-point bending to analyze the fa-
tigue behavior. This type of test also reduces the uncertainties in stress 
produced during tests due to possible distortions produced by 
manufacturing. Fig. 1a depicts the geometry of the specimens. The test 
specimen sections were machined with corner radii of 2 mm, as shown in 
Fig. 1a, to avoid possible unintended defects in sharp corners. The 
largest dimension was oriented in the growth direction of the camera (z 
direction). This manufacturing direction was selected because it is 
usually the most unfavorable to resisting fatigue due to the adverse 
orientation of the main defects produced during manufacturing 
[10,57,58]. 

Before applying any other treatment or testing, all specimens were 
heat treated to eliminate residual stresses and sand blasted to clean the 
surface and reduce the roughness. The sand blasting parameters are 
shown in Table 2. The thermal treatment was annealing with the 

following parameters: 730 ◦C for 2 h, slow cooling in the furnace, high- 
vacuum argon atmosphere. 

2.2. Surface treatments 

To compare the surface treatments, three different groups of six 
samples were selected. A different surface treatment was applied to the 
specimens of each group. For reference, a fourth group of six specimens 
was maintained without any additional treatment, except that sand 
blasting and annealing were applied to all of them. The treatments 
applied to every group were as follows: 

Group 1: No surface treatment. This group serves as a reference and 
is referred to as “sandblasted” (SB). Two tests with SB specimens were 
invalid because of overloads produced during tests due to testing control 
system failures. Therefore, only four specimens were considered in this 
group. 

Group 2: Shot peening was applied to all specimens in the group. The 
parameters of shot peening were as follows: 0.58 mm steel balls, 55–62 
HRC ball hardness, 500% coverage and intensity 14A. This group is 
referred to as “shot peening” (SP). 

Group 3: Two successive treatments were applied to this group. First, 
all specimens were shot peened with the same parameters as in Group 2. 
After shot peening, the specimens were subjected to CASE by Curtiss 
Wright®. CASE is a type of chemical-assisted vibration finishing. Sam-
ples are placed in a vibration-excited bowl containing an acid solution 
with a nonabrasive ceramic media. Next, the parts are reprocessed in a 
burnishing solution that restores the chemical stability and polishes the 
surface. As previously mentioned, this treatment is similar to the treat-
ment known as extreme isotropic superfinishing (ISF®) [35,36] pro-
duced by REM®; it reduces the roughness produced by shot peening, 
resulting in a piece with good surface finish and compressive residual 
stresses near it. This group is referred to as “SP + CASE”. 

Group 4: The specimens were laser peened before testing. This 
treatment was carried out at the Department of Materials Science and 
Engineering, Saarland University, Germany. The treatment parameters 
were as follows: wavelength: 1064 nm; pulse length: 10 ns; round spot 
diameter: 2.6 mm; 6 repetitions of one-shot fields with 62% overlap; 
power density, 6 GW/cm2. This group is referred to as “LP”. Additional 
details of this treatment can be found in [56]. The used laser peening 
setup represents a low pulse energy laser with moderate beam quality 
and no given waveform control, which leaves room for further 
improvement of the process effects. 

Considering that one face of the specimen will only be subjected to 
compressive stress during tests and that the depth of the compressive 
residual stress is 1.4 mm, only three faces of the specimen were treated 
to reduce the volume ratio of the peened to un-peened material. This will 
reduce the level of tensile stress in the un-peened zone. 

2.3. Roughness measurement 

Considering the paramount effect of roughness on fatigue strength 
[6,22,52], profile roughness was measured in all specimens of the four 
groups using a surface roughness profiler. The roughness was measured 
on the specimen surfaces where cracks initiated during the tests. The 
roughness was measured in the longitudinal direction of the test speci-
mens (Z-direction according to Fig. 1a). It is expected that the surface 
roughness in the transverse direction (X-direction according to Fig. 1a) 
has a negligible effect on the fatigue behavior. The equipment used for 
linear roughness measurement was a Mitutoyo Surftest 501 instrument, 
with a probe tip radius of 5 µm. The evaluation length was 0.8 mm. 

Table 1 
Composition of the Ti6Al4V used for manufacturing the specimens.  

Element Ti Al V Fe N O H C 

Composition/Weight% Base material 5.5–6.76 3.5–4.5 <0.4 <0.03  <0.2  <0.015  <0.08  
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Three measures were taken from each specimen. Therefore, 18 measures 
were obtained from groups 2 to 4, and 12 were obtained from group 1. 
Additionally, the area roughness was measured in one specimen for each 
treatment to obtain a better understanding of the surface topography. 
These measurements were carried out using a Sensofar S neox 3D optical 
profiler. 

2.4. Micro-hardness measurements 

Shot and laser peening produce microstructural transformations 
underneath the surface [59]. To determine whether those microstruc-
tural transformations have significant effects on the mechanical prop-
erties, a microhardness profile close to the surface was obtained for the 
three treatments. It was assumed that SP + CASE produces the same 
profile as SP alone. These microhardness profile measurements were 
carried out in a Phase II micro-Vickers hardness tester 900–390. The 
microhardness was measured up to a depth of 800 µm, with measure-
ments taken at increments of 40 µm from the surface until 400 μm and 
increments of 100 µm from 400 to 800 μm, with the first measurement 
located at 20 μm from the surface. The load applied was 0.98 N. To avoid 
interferences between two contiguous indentations, for the first 400 μm, 
measurements were taken along inclined lines from the surface (22◦) 
such that the distance between indentations for 40 μm of depth in-
crements was at least 100 μm. Four inclined lines were selected, and four 
measurements were taken at each depth. Fig. 2 schematically depicts 
one of those lines used for microhardness measurement. 

2.5. Metallurgical analysis 

No change in the grain appearance was observed after LP. A char-
acteristic dislocation structure, preferably close to the lath grain 
boundaries, could be seen. So the residual stress state can be reasonably 
assumed to be originated by the microstructural defect state. The SP 
specimens showed a gradient containing micro, ultra-fine grained and 
even nanocrystalline layer of α-phase close to the surface caused by 
heavy plastic deformation. A relatively sharp transition to the reference 
microstructure at depth of around 80 to 90 μm was observed. So, the 
residual stress state is assumed to be originated from both grain size and 
defect influences. A detailed metallurgical analysis can be found in 
another paper written by the authors and referred in the manuscript 
[56]. 

2.6. Residual stress measurements 

Residual stress profiles close to the surface of the specimens for the 
four groups were measured by the blind hole drilling technique. A 
profile was obtained for each specimen of every group, and the mean 
and standard deviation of the measures at each depth were obtained for 
each group. The equipment used for drilling and measurement was the 
MTS3000 of SINT Technology®. The residual stress rosettes used were 
EA-031RE-120 from Vishay Micro-Measurement. The method used to 
calculate the stresses from the strain measurements was the Integral 
Method [60,61]. 

2.7. Fatigue tests 

Fig. 1b shows the specimen and loading system for the four-point 
bending tests. Tests were carried out in an MTS 809 servo hydraulic 
push–pull testing machine. The test frequency was 8 Hz, and the stress 
ratio was R = 0.1. A sine waveform was applied and all tests were carried 
out in a controlled lab environment: 23 ◦C and 50% relative humidity. 
Tests finished with the final fracture of the specimen or after 5 ∙ 106 

without failure. 

3. Results 

3.1. Roughness 

Fig. 3 depicts the roughness measurements (Ra and Rt) for the 4 
groups in the longitudinal direction (Z-direction as shown in Fig. 1). In 
addition, Table 3 shows the average of the measures taken of the pa-
rameters Ra and Rt measured in the longitudinal direction and their 

Fig. 1. a) Geometry of test specimens and b) scheme of the 4-point bending test setup. All dimensions are given in mm.  

Table 2 
Sand Blasting parameters.  

Blasting 
material 

Peening 
direction 

Exposure 
time 

Blasting 
pressure 

Blasting 
distance 

Glass 
microspheres 

90◦ to the 
surface 

15 s 5 bar 30 mm  

Fig. 2. Microhardness measurement along inclined lines to maintain a distance 
between indentations longer than 100 μm. 
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standard deviation in each group. 
The roughness produced after sand blasting is almost the same as 

that obtained by Bagehorn et al. [31]. after sand blasting and by Zhang 
et al. [62], who slightly sand-papered the as-built specimens to remove 
any lost powder from the surface. Very similar results were also obtained 
by Kahlin et al. [63], who also sand blasted the specimens after 
manufacturing. It can also be noted that LP produces almost no rough-
ness reduction, and that SP reduces the roughness to less than 50%; a 

Fig. 3. Average roughness (Ra and Rt) for the 4 groups in the longitudinal direction (Z-direction).  

Table 3 
Average and standard deviation of surface roughness parameters (Ra and Rt) of 
specimen groups after treatments.   

SB SP SP + CASE LP 

Ra (µm) 11.7 ± 1.0 4.6 ± 2.4 2.7 ± 0.3 10.2 ± 1.9 
Rt (µm) 97.5 ± 11.8 38.6 ± 18.6 19.7 ± 3.4 81.0 ± 15.3  

Fig. 4. 3D images of the surface roughness for the four surface treatments: a) SB; b) LP; c) SP and d) SP + CASE. e) Roughness profiles along the lines represented in 
a) to d). 
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similar result was also observed by Kahlin et al. [39]. Laser peening 
produces a plane shock wave on the spot area during each laser pulse. 
This pressure pulse applied to a rough surface generates slightly 
different multiaxial stress states following multiaxial strain states, 
depending on the topography, producing small differences of strains on 
the surface, which finally generates an almost uniform distribution of 
strain on the surface and thus very lightly changes the surface rough-
ness. On the other hand, each ball impact during SP produces high 
compressive strains of the surface peaks and much lower pressures and 
strains on the troughs as well as higher pressures on the center of the 
impact zone than near the border of this zone. The result is a modifi-
cation of the surface topography and, in the case of as-built specimens, a 
substantial roughness reduction. In the case of SP + CASE, the roughness 
reduction is higher; CASE divides by two SP roughness parameters, 
resulting in a total reduction to 25% of the initial roughness. Fig. 4 
depicts 3D microscopic images of the surfaces of one specimen of each 
group. Fig. 4a to 4d show the surface roughness of SB, SP, SLP and SP +
CASE, respectively. Fig. 4e shows the roughness profiles obtained along 
a line marked on the surface images, Fig. 3a to 3d. These figures show 
how the initial surface texture produced by SB is modified by the other 
three surface treatments. Additionally, Fig. 4e clearly shows the 
magnitude of the roughness reduction produced by each of the treat-
ments relative to SB. 

3.2. Hardness 

Fig. 5 shows the hardness profiles from the treated surface to 0.8 mm 
in the specimens. A significant scatter of the measures was found at each 
depth. The differences between the maximum and minimum at each 
depth were close to 10–15 HV. Additionally, the difficulty of exactly 
fixing the depth of each measure produced some scatter of the depths for 
each theoretical measure. Considering this scatter, to determine the 
tendency, a moving average of the measures was obtained using 150 μm 
as the average interval. The scatter bands shown in the figure represent, 
for each treatment, the standard deviation between the four measure-
ments obtained at each depth and the value represented by the curve. It 
can be observed in the figure that there is a very small variation in 
hardness among the three different surface treatments. For distances to 
the surface smaller than 400 μm, the SP specimen shows a small hard-
ness increment, with the maximum value close to the surface, which is 
approximately 20 HV above the reference value. This increment is 
related to the microstructural changes produced by the treatment, as 
was observed by Slawik et al. [59] in samples with the same treatment 
parameters. In the LP specimens, the hardness increment close to the 
surface was smaller and almost negligible compared to the measuring 
scatter. This can be considered as a consequence of the small 

microstructural transformations close to the surface produced by this 
treatment. The third treatment considered, i.e., SB, did not produce any 
significant surface hardness variation relative to the bulk region. These 
results agree with the measurements made by Kahlin et al. [39], which 
did not detect significant variations in hardness close to the surface in 
specimens with the same treatments. 

3.3. Residual stresses 

Fig. 6 shows the in-depth residual axial stress profile [53]. The 
symbols represent the average value obtained for the six specimens of 
every group at different depths. The scatter bands of the six measure-
ments at each point represent ± the standard deviation. It can be 
observed in the figure that the residual stress profiles obtained for SB, SP 
and LP via the blind hole method are similar to those obtained by X-ray 
diffraction [56]. The SB and SP residual stress profiles are similar to 
those obtained by Benedetti et al. [25]. Additionally, it is noteworthy 
that the maximum values of the compressive stresses produced by SP are 
higher than those produced by LP, but LP produces a deeper stress field; 
similar results have been found in [55] for cast materials. Moreover, as 
expected, the residual stress field produced by SB is confined to a region 
very close to the surface and with very low compressive stresses. On the 
other hand, it is remarkable to see how a surface treatment such as CASE 
can diminish the compressive residual stress below the surface produced 
by SP, although it can be considered small. Although these curves 
represent averages of six measures, part of this difference may also be a 
result of the scatter in the measures or of different surface finishes before 
adhering to the strain gauges. 

4. Fatigue test results 

Fig. 7 depicts the fatigue test results for 22 of the 24 specimens ob-
tained in all tests [53]. As mentioned above, two tests with SB specimens 
were invalid because of overloads produced during tests due to testing 
control system failures. Each group of specimens is identified by a 
different symbol. The symbol is solid if the fatigue crack initiates from 
the interior of the sample or hollow if the fatigue crack initiates from the 
surface. It should be noted that although these results were shown in 
[53], some symbols changed from solid to hollow after a more detailed 
SEM analysis of the fracture surfaces. Some initial defects were assumed 
previously as internal defects were actually surface defects or internal 
defects with a connection to the surface. Lines fitting the results of each 
group are included. 

Fig. 5. In-depth hardness profile for different treatments.  
Fig. 6. Residual stress produced by sand blasting, shot and laser peening, 
measured by the blind hole drilling technique [53]. 
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4.1. Fracture surfaces 

Fig. 8 shows the fracture surface of four specimens, one from each 
group. Fig. 8a shows the initiation points on the surface of one SB 
specimen. It is easy to distinguish the defects where cracks were initi-
ated, which are marked with arrows. Small white spots in the images are 
small pores produced during the manufacturing process. Fig. 8b, 8c and 
8d depict the fracture surfaces of specimens treated with LP, SP and SP 
+ CASE, respectively. It is worth noting that all SB specimens and three 
SP specimens failed with cracks initiated from defects on the surface, 
while only one LP specimen failed from surface defects, with all others 
failing with cracks initiated in the interior of the specimens. In the same 
way, all failures of SP + CASE specimens initiated in the interior. 

Fig. 9a, 9b and 9c show SEM details of the initiation points, marked 
with arrows, of the fracture surfaces depicted in Fig. 8b, 8c and 8d, 
respectively. Fig. 9a represents the defect that initiated the crack in the 
LP specimen as well as three small pores close to the defect, marked with 

smaller arrows. The same type of pores could be found on almost all 
fracture surfaces analyzed. Fig. 9b represents the lack of a fusion defect 
that initiated the crack in an SP specimen, while 8c shows an initiation 
point produced by a pore in an SP + CASE specimen. 

By analyzing the fracture surfaces, different textures can be distin-
guished, depending on the distance to the initiation point (Fig. 8b). 
Close to the initial defect, the surface is shiny; as the distance to the 
initiation point increases, the surface becomes darker, and finally, the 
final failure surface becomes rougher and darker. The morphology of the 
surface in these zones can be observed in the SEM images shown in 
Fig. 10. As shown in Fig. 10a and 10b, due to the low plastic strains 
produced when the crack is small and grows with low ΔK, it is easy to see 
the α particles immersed in the matrix. Once the crack is longer and ΔK 
is higher, plastic strains are typical of long crack growth, far from the 
threshold, and striations, marked with arrows, can be observed 
(Fig. 10c). Finally, the final fracture zone presents the typical static 
fracture surface with many microvoids produced by plastic strain 
(Fig. 10d). 

Regarding the position of the initiation points in specimens with 
different treatments, as aforementioned, in all SB specimens, the initial 
crack initiated on the surface, while most SP specimens and only two LP 
specimens failed from surface defects or internal defects connected to 
the surface; all other failures were generated by cracks initiated in the 
interior of the specimens. In the same way, all failures of SP + CASE 
specimens started with cracks initiated from interior defects. Fig. 11, 
which is a modification of the one shown in [53] and considering the 
SEM reanalysis of the initial defect position, depicts the position of all 
initiation points produced in the interior of the specimens for different 
treatments. All failures initiated at depths smaller than 2 mm. 

Regarding the axial position, all failures were produced along sec-
tions situated axially between the upper rollers. In order to check that 
there was not a distortion of the stresses produced by the short distance 
between upper rollers a FE analysis of the stresses produced during tests 
was carried out. It was checked that there was a very small distortion in 
the stresses close to the tensile stressed face. Fig. 12 shows the axial 
position of sections where failures were produced, as well as the stress 
on the specimen surface relative to the theoretical stress produced along 
the specimen during the four point bending test. The axial position is 
measured from one of the top rollers and the stresses are represented 

Fig. 7. Fatigue test results (R = 0.1). Each group is identified with a different 
symbol. Symbols are shown as solid for failures initiated from the interior and 
hollow for failures initiated from the surface [53]. 

Fig. 8. Crack surfaces of specimens after failure. a) SB specimen, tested under Smax = 695 MPa (Nf = 7226 cycles); b) LP specimen, Smax = 799 MPa (Nf = 84,338 
cycles); c) SP specimen, Smax = 799 MPa (Nf = 45,992 cycles); d) SP + CASE specimen, Smax = 585 MPa (Nf = 1,590,700 cycles). 
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until half the distance between the top rollers since the stress distribu-
tion is symmetrical. It can be seen that the stresses at all surface points of 
the initiation sections ranged between 99% and 101% of the maximum 
theoretical stress. 

Fig. 9. SEM images of fracture surfaces with details of defects that initiated the cracks in specimens: a) LP, Nf = 84,338 cycles); b) SP, Nf = 45,992 cycles; and c) SP 
+ CASE, Nf = 1,590,701 cycles. 

Fig. 10. Fracture surface of specimen: a) initiation point and short crack growth; b) transition from short to long crack growth; c) long crack growth zone (arrows 
show some striations zones); d) final fracture zone. 

Fig. 11. Location of crack initiation in each test where the failure initiated 
from an interior defect. Scales are given in mm. 

Fig. 12. Axial position of the crack initiation measured from one of the 
top rollers. 
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5. Discussion 

The results of Fig. 7 show that the SB specimens are much less 
resistant than those treated with the other three treatments. In general, 
except in the case of a large internal defect close to the surface, as-built 
or SB specimens fail with cracks starting from a surface defect, so the 
behavior can be considered mainly dependent on the surface roughness 
and defects open to the surface. The fatigue lives of these specimens are 
located in the band shown by other researchers for materials that were 
only stress relieved or annealed after manufacturing the specimens or 
were stress relieved or annealed and SB applied 
[21,25,28,29,39,52,63–65], the effect of which on the as-built speci-
mens is simply cleaning of the surface and a very small modification of 
the roughness. Fig. 13 shows the results obtained by those researchers 
compared with our results. The fatigue life is represented against the 
effective or equivalent stresses (σeff ) associated with a stress ratio of R =
0, so that the results can be directly compared. The equation 

σeff = σmax(1 − R)0.29 (1)  

proposed by Walker and Dowling, [66–67], was used to transform the 
results obtained with other R values to the equivalent maximum stress 
with R = 0, where σmax is the maximum stress in the tests, and σeff is the 
equivalent maximum stress for R = 0. The exponent in the equation 
should be fitted for each material and condition. In this case, a value of 
0.29 was used for the exponent, according to experimental results ob-
tained for unnotched conventionally fabricated Ti6Al4V annealed sheet 
specimens tested uniaxially with stress ratios ranging from R = -0.5 to R 
= 0.5, [68]. 

Our results are located in the central zone of the scatter band. It can 
also be noted that the scatter of all results is small for lives below 105 

cycles but very large for longer lives, where the effect of the worst 
surface defect becomes very important, as usually occurs in any fatigue 
problem of pieces with defects. 

The SP group shows a higher strength, with a strength increment of 
approximately 75% for high cycle fatigue and near 35% for approxi-
mately 104 cycles, as shown in Fig. 7. These results agree with those 
obtained by other researchers [25,39,52], as represented in Fig. 14, 
where a group of results found in the literature for Ti6Al4V is repre-
sented for comparison with our results. The residual stress field and the 
reduction in porosity near the surface, as demonstrated by Benedetti 
et al. [25], in conjunction with the improvement in the surface rough-
ness generated by SP, produced a high increase in the fatigue strength. 

Although in one specimen the failure initiated from an internal defect, 
all other specimens failed with cracks initiated from the surface. 
Although SP produces high local plastic strains, reducing the roughness 
and surface defects, some of these defects are transformed to micro-
cracks, which can be the origin of fatigue failures [39]. Variations in the 
results from different researchers may depend on many parameters, 
especially on the initial defects of the specimens, the surface treatments 
applied before SP and the parameters used for manufacturing and SP. 

Adding the CASE treatment to SP substantially improves the surface 
roughness and produces a very small variation in the residual stress 
field. The roughness is improved by eliminating the peaks of materials 
and with it some of the crack-like defects produced by the SP process. 
This reduces the probability of having failures starting from surface 
defects. Actually, in the tests carried out on these specimens, no failure 
was initiated from a surface defect. Fig. 7 shows that for σeff = 640 MPa, 
the stresses at which the SP and LP specimens failed from cracks initi-
ated in the interior and lives were very similar. However, the tendency 
of the SP specimens to initiate cracks from crack-like defects on the 
surface for lower stresses opposite to SP + CASE specimens gives the SP 
+ CASE specimens a higher fatigue strength. As a consequence of the 
CASE treatment, the fatigue lives increase relative to that of SP-only 

Fig. 13. Fatigue test results for SB specimens compared to other results with the same material and similar stress relief and surface conditions in the literature.  

Fig. 14. Test results of SP specimens compared with other results in the liter-
ature for the same material. 
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specimens by a factor close to ten for lives near 106 cycles (Fig. 7). 
Finally, the group of specimens with LP treatment showed the best 

fatigue behavior among all treatments. The larger depth of the 
compressive residual stress field compared to the SP treatment, together 
with a very similar peak value, means that the cracks need higher cyclic 
stress values to develop until final failure, even considering that the 
surface roughness in this case is almost the same as that obtained for SB 
specimens. All specimens in this group failed with cracks initiated in the 
interior except for two. The high roughness of the LP specimens is the 
reason why two of the specimens in the group failed with cracks initiated 
from the surface or, as in one case, from an internal crack connected to 
the surface. Fig. 15 shows the test results obtained for SP + CASE and LP 
specimens and their tendency lines compared with results obtained by 
other researchers for LP [39] or HIP and machined, which is usually 
considered the treatment that produces the best results for Ti6Al4V AM 
specimens. The results obtained for LP are much better than those ob-
tained with the same treatment and material by Kahlin et al. [39], 
probably because the residual compressive stress field produced by the 
LP treatment applied by Kahlin et al. was not as high as in our case, as 
noted in [39]. That group obtained peak values of the compressive 
stresses of − 100 MPa, while in our case, the peak values are approxi-
mately − 600 MPa. However, the residual stress field and fatigue 
strength improvement compared to the shot-peened specimens show the 
same tendency as those obtained by other researchers for AM specimens 
of different alloys [48] or for elements manufactured by traditional 
procedures [55]. It can also be observed that LP produces slightly better 
results than SP + CASE and that they are located in the band of some of 
the results produced for HIP and machined or polished specimens. 

Regarding the position of the crack initiation points for the SP-, SP +
CASE- and LP-treated specimens shown in Fig. 11, there are two effects 
that can be responsible for making the cracks initiate at a deeper loca-
tion. One effect is the reduction of the defects close to the surface pro-
duced by SP, as shown by Benedetti et al. [25] for Ti6Al4V and other 
researchers for different alloys [38,69], and probably by LP, as shown by 
du Plessis et al. [54] for ALSi10Mg alloy, but not yet for Ti6Al4V, as far 
as authors know. An analysis of the possible reduction of defects close to 
the surface produced by SP and LP is a topic that authors plan to analyze 
in the near future. The other effect is the compressive residual stress field 
associated with each treatment. These residual stresses close to the 
surface cause the surface initial cracks to stop, allowing the growth of 
only cracks initiated below the residual stress field. The deeper 
compressive stress field and the probably higher depth of the porosity 
reduction produced by LP could explain the higher initiation depth 

produced for that treatment. 
To understand the effect of residual stress profiles, Fig. 16 shows the 

Smith-Watson-Topper (SWT) parameter variation with the depth during 
tests under load cycles for SP, SP + CASE and LP specimens. The points 
shown represent the initiation depth for each test and the value of the 
SWT parameter at that position for all specimens that failed from the 
interior. Note that the SWT parameter is normalized to the maximum in 
each test. Therefore, the normalized SWT parameter (SWT*) variation 
curve for each treatment has a very small variation from test to test, 
independent of the maximum stress applied in each case. According to 
this observation, for each treatment, all cases can be represented by a 
narrow band, as represented in the figure. This band is wider in the zone 
of residual stresses due to the normalization process. In this zone, the 
SWT parameter combines constant residual stresses with variable fa-
tigue stresses. Therefore, the normalization of a constant value to vari-
able maximum stresses, depending on the cyclic load applied, produces 
a different normalized value. The tendency to have an initiation defect 
near the zone where the maximum value of the damage parameter is 
produced can be observed. The large scatter of the initiation depth 
around the position of the maximum stress may be a result of the small 
stress gradients in the initiation zone, the defect position and size dis-
tribution and probably the tendency of SP and LP to reduce the size of 
the defects near the surface. Note that the SP and SP + CASE curves have 
been considered with the same residual stress profile for simplicity; in 
addition, they are represented by the same band. 

Another way to analyze the position of crack initiation is through the 

Fig. 15. Test results of SP + CASE and LP specimens compared with other results in the literature for the same material.  

Fig. 16. Normalized SWT parameter (SWT*) evolution with depth for tests 
with SP, SP + CASE and LP specimens. Dots represent the initiation depth for 
different tests. 
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stress intensity factor. Considering that failures are initiated from a 
defect, the initial defect should be the combination of defect size and 
position producing the maximum stress intensity factor range (ΔKI) so 
that it is higher than the fatigue crack growth threshold for that initial 
crack-like defect. Additionally considering the residual stress profiles 
produced by the treatments and attempting to obtain a first estimation of 
the zone for most likely crack initiation, Fig. 17 shows the ΔKI values 
that could be produced by a hypothetical penny crack of 100 μm 
diameter as a function of its depth, also (as for SWT case) normalized to 
the maximum value in each test (ΔK*). Only the positive part of K has 
been considered to estimate ΔK. To obtain a better understanding of the 
internal defect effect, each initiation point is marked with the initial 
defect size represented by the ratio between the square root of its area 
and that of the 100 μm penny crack. A tendency of small defects to 
initiate failure cracks only in the zone of the maximum stresses can be 
observed. They have to be the most detrimental defect in a zone of high 
stresses to produce a sufficiently high ΔK value. In contrast, larger de-
fects may initiate failure cracks in the zone near the high ΔK value but 
also in deeper zones because they do not need such high stresses to 
produce a sufficiently high ΔK value. 

Although this analysis gives some clues on the effect of different 
surface treatments on the fatigue behavior of AM Ti6Al4V pieces, a 
deeper analysis with a higher number of specimens for each treatment 
will allow getting a better understanding of the failure mechanisms 
associated to each treatment. This deeper analysis is planned by the 
authors to be done in the near future. 

6. Conclusions 

This paper addresses the effect that surface treatments such as SP, SP 
+ CASE and LP have on the fatigue behavior of additive-manufactured 
Ti6Al4V specimens. The fatigue strength was studied using four-point 
bending tests. The fatigue behavior of only annealed and sand blasted 
specimens after AM is used as a reference. Selected conclusions can be 
obtained from the analysis: 

The three treatments improved the fatigue strength. 
The strength improvement is produced mainly via two effects: 

modification of the surface roughness and generation of a compressive 
residual stress field close to the surface. 

SP reduces the surface roughness to approximately 50% of the 
original values and produces a tenfold increase in fatigue life relative to 
SB. One initiation point corresponds to a small defect in the interior of 
the specimen underneath the residual stress field generated by the 
treatment. However, the persistent high roughness and possible damage 
due to the treatment cause many tests to produce failure from a crack 
initiated on the surface. 

SP + CASE produces an almost equal compressive stress field to SP 
but a smoother surface, improving the fatigue life relative to SP. The 
improvement of the surface roughness caused all the initiation points to 
be located in the interior of the specimen. 

LP does not significantly modify the surface roughness and produces 
a residual stress distribution with a slightly lower peak but located 
deeper than that of SP, resulting in the highest fatigue strength of the 
three treatments analyzed. The high roughness of the specimens made 
two of them fail due to a crack initiated on the surface. 

All failures initiated in the interior started from a defect located 
underneath the compressive residual stress field in the zone where the 
maximum stress intensity factor ranges were produced by the cyclic 
loads. This fact can be well represented by the SWT parameter variation 
along the specimen section or even better by a normalized ΔK value 
produced by a reference initial defect. 

Other parameters that may influence fatigue behavior, such as the 
microstructure or possible reduction of pores produced by SP or LP, have 
not been studied at this point. 
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